School of Roars

Welcome back to the School of Roars, where monsters go to growl and grow. We bring you a brand new season of the hugely popular School of Roars, with even more adventures for Wufflebump, Yummble, Icklewoo, Meepa, and Wingston, a class of loveable monster friends who together with their teacher, Miss Grizzlesniff, experience one of life’s biggest challenges ... starting school!

The series features a delightful mix of comedy and gentle learning, putting a monstery twist on first school experiences, and covering issues such as telling the truth, pushing in, sharing, self-confidence, healthy eating, listening, conquering fears and using your imagination ... In series two, there are also seasonal episodes featuring a crazy ‘Beaster Egg Hunt,’ a Halloween themed ‘Pumpkin Parade,’ and a Christmas celebration at the school – the ‘Frostival.’

As seen on: CBeebies, Rai, ZDF/KiKA, YLE, DEA Kids, ERR, TG4, e-junior, ABC, MTVA, RTP, NRK et al.
Produced by: Dot to Dot Productions Ltd
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/schoolofroars

Available language versions:
de, en, it, swe, cs, pl, hu, ru

Ziggy and the Zootram

Ziggy and the Zootram is an animated 3D series for upper preschoolers. It’s about a group of animals who live in a small zoo and who have a very special secret – they go home at night!

Every afternoon when the zoo closes, Ziggy, the Australian freshwater crocodile, and his friends Miss Emily the elephant, Lionel the lion, and the others, put on their clothes and get on the tram. It takes them across land and sea to their village on a remote island. The next morning, they gather at the tram station, greet each other, and board the tram again. But on every trip – and sometimes before they even leave – something unexpected happens to turn the journey into a hilarious adventure...

When they arrive at the zoo – by a secret underground passage – they shed their clothes and quickly get back in their cages. There they spend the day pretending to be wild animals for the benefit of the visitors who have no inkling of their secret double life... all aboard!

As seen on: VRT/Ketnet, Amazon, Nickelodeon, Globosat, ITV, RTVS, LTV, DR-TV et al.
Produced by: Grid VFX

Available language versions:
de, en, pt
BOBO

Cute and friendly dormouse Bobo is fascinated and thrilled by his immediate surroundings. While exploring the world around him with remarkable determination, he’s having a lot of fun. His energy seems to be inexhaustible — every day until it’s time to go to bed.

A lot of visual gags and slapstick appropriate for children accompany Bobo’s growing up and discovering the neighbourhood. The stories tell adventures of everyday life — in a sensible, empathic, very emotional way, and with a tiny twinkle in the eye.

The funny dormouse is a toddler. He moves like a 3- or 4-year-old but shows the physical dexterity of a 4-5-year-old whenever the situation demands it. Bobo is very trusting and never has ulterior motives ...

Growing up is always exciting — especially when you're curious, cute and full of energy.

As seen on: WDR, KiKA, Amazon, iTV, CzechTV, DTW et al.
Produced by: JEP ANIMATION

Available language versions:
- de, en

Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs

*Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs* is an animated 52 x 11’ TV action-adventure comedy series for preschoolers and older children.

Two childhood passions — dinosaurs and pirates — come together in this great cartoon series. Captain Flinn and his pirate crew’s world is the Seven-and-a-half Seas, a sparkling ocean with jungle islands, sandy beaches and treasure caves. They set sail for the Sea of Adventure in their pirate ship, the Acorn, to right the wrongs of the despicable Pirate Dinosaurs and have a lot of swashbuckling fun doing so. Captain Flinn never knows when trouble will come calling and it will be up to him to save the day, yet again, from a cold-blooded cargo of Pirate Dinosaurs who think they’re the boss of everyone! Set sail for the Sea of Excitement!

As seen on: Channel 9, ZDF/KiKA, Amazon, MBC, RTP, SVT, Tiny Pop, RTL et al.
Produced by: SLR Productions, Telegael, Nine, Top Draw
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/captainflinn

* Award: * Pixie Awards 2015

Available language versions:
- de, en, ru
Preschool

Igam Ogam

Igam Ogam and her friends Roly the monkey, Doggie the lickisaurus, Birdie the know-it-all pterodactyl, Triple Tog the sabre-toothed tiger, and Big Daddy the T-Rex, are a fun crew. Each fun-filled episode of the series is based on a simple phrase like “Kiss it Better” or “Tell me a Story” that takes Igam Ogam and her friends through stop-motion slapstick prehistoric adventures for preschool cave-boys and girls who are learning to walk, talk and explore their world for the first time... You can’t stop evolution!

As seen on: ABC, NPO, YLE, Amazon, CzechTV, RTL et al.

Produced by: Telegael and Calon TV

Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/igamogam

Fun with Claude

This series follows the adventures of a cute, cuddly and inquisitive three-year-old polar bear. Claude and his family have left their icy Arctic home in Snowington and moved somewhere that’s quite the opposite— the sunny and bustling town of Bearhampton. With the help of his new friend and next-door neighbour Boris, Claude takes little “paw steps” into understanding and discovering the wonderful world around him.

Produced by: Red & Blue Productions and Dot to Dot Productions

Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/funwithclaude

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, hu, pl, es, es-LatAm

JoNaLu

JoNaLu is the highly popular and innovative preschool show that achieves record-breaking ratings on ZDF and KIKA in Germany and has won a number of international awards. The intention of the lovingly created animated series is to promote the language skills of preschool children as well as their motoric abilities.

Our three little friends, the two mice Jo and Naya and the ladybug Ludwig, live under the bed of preschooler Paul. As soon as Paul is gone for the day, they experience adventures inside the house and out in the garden. Combining all their strengths and with support from the audience, our heroes always successfully beat the odds and manage to come out on top.

As seen on: ZDF/KIKA, Amazon (UK), MTVA, MCD, Pixel, GingerTV, TV2, JYA et al.

Produced by: Scopas Media AG

Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/jonalu

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, hu, ru

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, hu, pl, es, es-LatAm

Award:
- Goldener Spatz
- Grimm Online

Preschool Available language versions:
de, en, fr, hu, pl, es, es-LatAm
Henrietta

**Animation**  
52 x 7’  
Preschool

Henrietta lives on a little farm together with the farmer and lots of other animals. Her favourite activity is to help the local postman deliver the mail. She has big and little adventures, sometimes causes chaos, goes on journeys or throws a party. With Henrietta, there’s always something going on – turbulent stories with plenty of surprises, crazy chickens and happy, surprising endings!

The series brings great fun to the viewers in seeing how the animals solve their bizarre problems with creativity and always manage to enjoy a real happy ending.

The cow that constantly underestimates her own physique and tries to fulfill her needs in a naive and funny way is quite humorous. Every episode contains a twist, a funny change… and often the result at the end contradicts the expectations at the beginning of an episode.

*As seen on:* ZDF/KiKA, NPO, SIA, CzechTV, RTP, PPTV et al.  
*Produced by:* 2019 WunderWerk / Fabrique d'Images / ZDF

**Available language versions:**  
de, en

INUI

**Animation**  
52 x 7’  
Preschool

INUI is a series about playing and having fun adventures in the Arctic. Inui, a little Inuit girl, loves the snow, grew up in the Arctic Circle and knows how to keep warm and have fun in the coldest temperatures. Her friends Crackpot the Caribou, Grouchy the Polar Bear and Lady Penguin are as at home as she is in the snowy wastes of the far north. Lady Penguin, of course, is not a native but has travelled from the other side of the globe. They set out every day to play the sort of games you could only play in the snow and ice.

This is a series about a child’s imagination of the polar region and the sort of fun you might have there. This is not a world of permanent darkness and frostbite but rather a place where you can slide, throw snowballs, build snowmen and gaze in awe at the Northern Lights.

*As seen on:* Amazon, DR, Gulli, KiKA, NPO, RTP, Netflix, TVP, YLE, JimJam, RTVS, RTL et al.  
*Produced by:* JEP-Animation and Les Films de la Perrine  
*Web:* www.zdf-enterprises.de/inui

**Available language versions:**  
de, en, fr, pl, hu, cs, ru
**Dragon**

**Animation** 78 x 11’

**Rating hit**

**Preschool**

Dragon is a tubby little blue dragon from whose mouth comes a constant flow of friendly words and a truly disarming dragon laugh.

His trademarks are a lack of prejudice, curiosity and the fact that he always has the fitting headgear for every occasion. He tends to see things from a different perspective than most of us and this is when lots of things go wrong.

Dragon’s stories are taken from children’s everyday lives: He experiences Christmas, he goes shopping and even adopts a big fat cat and takes it home. But whatever experiences he goes through, Dragon and his friends Postmouse, Ostrich, Aligator and Beaver somehow make every day special.

*As seen on:* ZDF/KiKA, Rai, YLE, MondoTV, NPO, NRK, RTVS, SVT, MTVA, CzechTV et al.  
*Produced by:* Scopas Media AG

**Available language versions:**  
de, en, it, fr, nl, hu

---

**Ludovic**

**Animation** 26 x 11’

**Rating hit**

**Preschool**

Based on an idea by Academy Award winning animation filmmaker Co Hoedeman, this light-hearted animation series for toddlers emphasises the power of the imagination, friendship, and a loving family...

What child has never dreamed of bringing toys and everyday objects to life! Of making a doll dance, a cookie talk or an umbrella fly! This is Ludovic’s special gift, which he’s sharing with toddlers all over the world in this enchanting stop-motion animated series.

Ludovic is a little teddy bear who lives with his parents in the suburbs. When the four-year-old plays with his faithful companion Walla, a duck, and his little bear friends Violet and George, he can transform inanimate objects into very animated — and often quite unruly! — ones. But watch out: if an adult shows up, the objects return to their unanimated status!

*As seen on:* ZDF, Turner, Disney, YLE, FranceTV, Rai, MTVA, DRTV, Canal+, RTL et al.  
*Produced by:* Scopas Media AG

**Available language versions:**  
de, en, cs
Dibidoo (KiKANiNCHEN) is a successful, multimedia preschool programme on KiKA, the public service children's channel run by ARD / ZDF in Germany. It is tailored to the development and needs of our youngest newcomers to media. The darling of every child is Kikaninchen, an animated 3D figure that accompanies the children throughout the programme. Its grown-up friends Anni, Christian and Jule, who have great ideas, know stories and provide motivation, are always by the rabbit's side.

The popular bite-sized adventures and stories have been specifically developed for children between three and six years of age, and take place in a 2D world of paper snippets. These appealing aesthetics for children as well as the catchy songs provide a high level of audiovisual recognition value. **Dibidoo (KiKANiNCHEN)** is a trusted brand and also well-known for outstanding merchandising products in Germany.

**As seen on**: KiKA  
**Produced by**: Studio.TV.Film  
**Extra**: App for iOS and Android available  
**Web**: www.kikaninchen.de

**Available language versions**:  
de, en, pl, ru, cs, hu

---

Coconut, the Little Dragon  

Come and meet Coconut, the Little Dragon. Based on the best-selling books (over 6 million sold worldwide), the adventures of Coconut and his friends come to life in a wonderful animated series. Life is not always easy on Dragon Island — Coconut has flying problems, Oscar is the only vegetarian in his family and Matilda has no say as a porcupine on Dragon Island anyway.

Nevertheless, the three friends manage to solve every problem on Dragon Island while making new friends along the way. With the help of curiosity and teamwork, they bring the most varied types of dragons together and always stand up for friendship and tolerance. The little ones prove that sometimes the smallest can be the biggest.

**As seen on**: Ani, Discovery Kids, KiKA, Amazon, Karousel, HRT, MBC, MTVA, ORF, Thai PBS, TLUM, Turner, TVC et al.  
**Produced by**: Caligari Film- und Fernsehproduktions GmbH  
**Web**: www.zdf-enterprises.de/coconut

**Available language versions**:  
de, en, pl, ar, hu, ru
Welcome to the wonderful world of Q Pootle 5!

Out there... amongst the millions and billions of stars is a little planet called Okidoki. You might be able to see it if you look very closely... along the Milky Way, just past the Gold Top Nebula. This magical planet provides the perfect playground for a friendly little alien called Q Pootle 5. Q Pootle 5 and his friends Oopsy, Eddi, Stella, Ray, Groobie, Bud-D and Planet Dave find fun and adventure wherever they go, with great stories set in space that will spark children's imaginations everywhere. Friendship is at the heart of the series. A creative and resourceful programme with rich and nuanced characters — fun to watch for children and grown-ups, too!

A wonderfully animated Christmas Special is also available.

As seen on: ABC, Amazon, BBC World, BeIN, Carousel, CBeebies, CzechTV, Hop!, KiKA, MTVA, NPO, NRK, SVT, VRT, YLE et al.
Produced by: Q Pootle 5 Ltd. and Snapper Productions
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/qpootle5

Available language versions: de, en, hu, cs, pl

---

Laura’s Star Series and Christmas Special

In the evening, when Laura cannot sleep, she often gazes up at the star-studded sky. One night, she sees a little star falling from the sky and landing on the pavement right in front of her house. That's the beginning of a wonderful and magical friendship. Always watched over by her star, she learns to see things in new ways, finds unconventional solutions and makes amazing journeys in her dreams. As she explores the world around her together with her little brother Tommy, she knows that she can always count on her star being there for her.

Laura gives youngsters an example of realistic behaviour they can identify with. And she provides solutions reached through reflection with honesty and integrity — and the help of her friend, the little star.

An enjoyable Christmas Special is also available.

As seen on: ZDF/KiKA, Amazon, Disney, Turner, Canal+, YLE, VRT, RTV, TRT et al.
Available: A Christmas special (1 x 45') is also available
Produced by: MIM AG and Mondo TV

Available language versions: de, en, it, nl, cs

---

Q Pootle 5 Series and Christmas Special

Available language versions: de, en, hu, cs, pl
Groovy is a musical magician who transforms everyday objects into music making instruments. He shows children how to produce cool music with pots, spoons, table tops, salt shakers, their bodies or voices. He plays every musical instrument with great virtuosity — and of course he can sing as well. Since the “groove” is the most important thing to him, he sometimes can't stop himself and exaggerates it a bit.

Produced by: BSB Film- und TV-Produktions GmbH

Available language versions: de, en

Beat Bear, called Beab, is a dancing panda and influencer. Together with the talking boom box Hi-Fi, he is always looking for new spots to set up his camera and teach his followers the most popular dances.

Beab’s life is all about the music. He always has a certain swing when he walks and knows all the dances in the world... Hi-Fi naturally provides the music when Beab introduces a dance and always says what he has on his mind. All the while, the two of them tease each other from time to time on a friendly basis. Always with them as well is the narrator, who comments on the action, talks to Hi-Fi and Beab and explains the individual dance steps to the audience. During the dance tutorials, Beat Bear demonstrates the steps of the respective dance slowly at first and then dances the newly learned dance again and shows an amazing amount of energy.

Produced by: BSB Film- und TV-Produktions GmbH

Available language versions: de, en

Otto’s Craft Night is about the lovable teddy bear Otto, our adorable protagonist with a penchant for arts and crafts. The magic of the night brings Otto to life, and with it comes new ideas for fascinating handicrafts and trinkets which bring joy to the children in Otto’s house once they find his creations in the morning. Children of all ages can follow along with Otto to make crafts of their own!

Produced by: Streamwerke GmbH

Available language versions: de, en
All for one and one for all

The Muscleteers

45 x 11'
The Harbor district, a bustling port full of activity and cosmopolitan flair. But its dark, shadow-filled alleyways are not always safe for the area’s rodent residents. Hunted by cats and exterminators, swept away with the garbage, driven from their homes by construction and stomping, oblivious humans; every day is filled with danger and hardship. But the flame of hope still burns thanks to our courageous protectors — The Muscleteers!

Individually, these four, not-quite-fearless rodent rescuers never thought they could be heroes. After coming together to help each other escape from desperate situations, they teamed up and swore to help and protect anyone in need. Yes, together they are legendary! The Muscleteers stage their magnificent missions and rip-roaring rescues from the safety of their top-secret base in the cellar of Mrs. Frohlich’s delicatessen.

Zoom – The White Dolphin

Yann, an intrepid 15-year-old and his 7-year-old sister, Marina, live with their Uncle Patrick on the tropical island paradise of Maotou. His best friend is Zoom, a white dolphin of exceptional intelligence, and together they go on amazing adventures.

In this brand new second season, our heroes and their Polynesian friends, Timeti, now an apprentice shaman, and Auru, the son of Maotou’s chief, are confronted with fresh challenges, some border on the dangerous. Whether it’s an oil slick threatening the coastline or a baby orca creating havoc, they have to find double the courage to come to the rescue of Maotou, its wildlife and its people. To that end, they are also able to use Uncle Patrick’s newest invention: “The Turtle,” a submarine that can carry the whole family down into the depths of the ocean — opening up brand new fascinating insights into the underwater world.

As seen on: TF1, Tiiji, ZDF/KiKA, RTBF, RTS, TWA, HBO, VRT, AMC, ORF, TV3, Canal+ et al.
Produced by: Media Valley, Marzipan Films

Available language versions:
de, en, fr

The Muscleteers

Welcome to the Harbor district, a bustling port full of activity and cosmopolitan flair. But its dark, shadow-filled alleyways are not always safe for the area’s rodent residents. Hunted by cats and exterminators, swept away with the garbage, driven from their homes by construction and stomping, oblivious humans; every day is filled with danger and hardship. But the flame of hope still burns thanks to our courageous protectors — The Muscleteers!

Individually, these four, not-quite-fearless rodent rescuers never thought they could be heroes. After coming together to help each other escape from desperate situations, they teamed up and swore to help and protect anyone in need. Yes, together they are legendary! The Muscleteers stage their magnificent missions and rip-roaring rescues from the safety of their top-secret base in the cellar of Mrs. Frohlich’s delicatessen.

One for all and all for one!

Produced by: Caligari Film

Available language versions:
de, en
20,000 EPISODES AVAILABLE IN 25 LANGUAGES READY TO BROADCAST!

INTERESTED? GET IN TOUCH WITH US.
Celebrating its 20th anniversary this year, SimsalaGrimm is back — with a premastered new version of the classic series and a brand new season in pre-production!

Each episode of the animated series is based on a classic story by the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen, from 1001 Nights and other classical fairy tale collections. “Simsa-Simsala-SimsalaGrimm” is the magical spell that will open the gateway into the enchanted fairytale world of Simsala, the place where all the magic and adventure happens. SimsalaGrimm lets us experience this fascinating fairytale world and brings new life to the traditional stories by narrating them in a completely fresh and unique way. We see the stories unfold through the eyes of our heroes Yoyo and Doc Croc, who help the fairytale heroes and make sure that their story has a happy ending. Traditional fairy tales are brought into today’s world and to life in a vibrant, new and entertaining way. This truly is fun for the whole family.

Internationally broadcasted in more than 70 countries
Produced by: SSG Produktions & Vertriebs GmbH

Available language versions:
de, en

In the new adventures of Lassie, the beloved collie comes to life in an animated TV series that is adventurous, humorous and a whole lot of fun!

Lassie is smart, loyal and ready to cross rivers and fires to come to the rescue of her young owner, 10-year-old Zoe. A big task, as Zoe’s hunger for adventure is as large as the Grand Mountain National Park that Zoe and Lassie call home. Zoe is an intelligent, capable and compassionate young girl and as Lassie actually understands human feelings without having to ask, she is the perfect companion for Zoe.

Together with their animal friends — who are a combination of pets and wild animals — they go on exciting adventures and take the young audience on a dramatic, fun and thoroughly enjoyable ride.

As seen on: ZDF/KiKA, Amazon, AMC Central Europe, Canal+, Discovery Kids, Lagadere, MBC, MTV, NPO, ORF, RTP, YLE, CzechTV, TVP, NBCU, RTL et al.
Produced by: DQ Entertainment International, Superprod Production
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/lassie

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, es-LatAm, cs, hu, pl, ru
Space Nova

The year 2162 has been a blast for the Aussie space exploring Nova family, especially when they discover the first ever proof that humanity is not alone in the universe.

During a routine research mission, the Novas stumble across an abandoned alien spacecraft trapped in a celestial butterfly. Even more incredible, this craft — made entirely out of rock — appears to be fueled by a rainbow substance that’s so powerful that the alien craft escapes at speeds beyond anything they’ve ever seen. Although the Novas are unable to capture the alien rock ship or the Star Dust that powers it, they now know for certain that an advanced, intelligent species does exist. One that is able to travel the universe in the blink of an eye. The Novas must follow the trail of clues left behind to find it! And so, the quest begins...

Produced by: SLR Productions

Award:
• AWGIE AWARDS 2020, AUSTRALIA

Marcus Level

“Marcus... He’s on a whole other level!”

When Marcus gets the latest version of his favourite video game, “Gorbar and the Valley of the Seven Light Towers,” he tells himself that while his parents are gone over the weekend, he’ll finally be able to explore all of its worlds. As soon as he turns on the gaming console and sticks in the game card, a flash of white lightning jumps out of the screen! Marcus suddenly finds himself transported inside the video game in the place of his hero Gorbar the Magnificent! The problem is that Marcus is no game hero and Gorbar is convinced that he’s still on his mission, looking for the princess. It’s obvious that things aren’t going to be easy for either Marcus or for Gorbar in Marcus’ home! Every episode of Marcus Level takes us into one of the worlds of the Valley of the Seven Light Towers!

As seen on: ZDF/KIKA, Amazon, Netflix, HBO, GloboSat, TVE, MediaCorp, Turner, Telefonica, et al.

Produced by: Mondo TV France

Extra: Online game and app for iOS available

Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/marcuslevel

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, pt, es, es-LatAm
H2O — Mermaid Adventures

H2O — Mermaid Adventures is a combination of comedy, friendship and adventures, both on land in Dolphin City and in a marvelous and magical undersea world. The animated series takes the original concept of the global hit live action series to a whole new level. While exploring the mysterious Island of Mako, three perfectly ordinary teenage girls fall under a spell that changes their lives. From now on, whenever water splashes any one of them, they are transformed into mermaids! Endless situations and missions draw the three friends into the incredible underwater world where they have endless fun and wonderful, enchanting adventures under the sea.

H2O — Mermaid Adventures is a Netflix Original Series coproduced with ZDF, ZDF Enterprises and France Télévisions.

As seen on: ZDF/KiKA, France TV, Netflix, Amazon, Discovery Kids, Globosat, Telefonica, Rai, SIC, et al.
Produced by: Les Cartonneurs Associés and Fantasia Animation
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/h2omermaidadventures

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, pl, sv, fi, da, no, ar, ko, jpn

Peter Pan — The New Adventures

Neverland is really and truly threatened. Evil Captain Hook has hatched terrifying plans that our young heroes Peter Pan, Wendy, John, Michael and the Lost Kids need to foil. On the way, they are in for some new, thrilling adventures: Peter Pan takes Wendy off to fantastical places, which often turn out to be far more dangerous than anyone would have ever dreamed. And while Hook’s schemes generally tend to turn against him, they can — and do — cause real damage in Neverland.

Our audience will be inspired to dream as they follow our heroes’ adventures. They will tremble for and with them, and even though they know deep down that Peter Pan always comes out the winner, the eternal question is of course: how will he manage this time?

As seen on: ZDF/KIKA, Amazon, AMC, France TV, Globosat, HBO, Netflix, NPO, RTP, Teletoon, TVZ, TVE, VRT, YLE et al.
Produced by: DQ Entertainment International
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/peterpan

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, es, es-LatAm, pt, nl, pl, ru, cs
Selection 2021/2022

Animation 6 – 10

The Jungle Book

Rudyard Kipling’s most-loved characters come to life in *The Jungle Book* series. It narrates stories of the man cub Mowgli who was raised in the Indian jungles by a pack of wolves. Drama, excitement and adventure mixed with a high element of comedy tell the tales of Mowgli, his beloved mentor the wise bear Baloo, his panther buddy Bagheera, and the lazy rock python Kaa. Together they take on the evil Shere Khan, who is out to get Mowgli.

His adventures begin out in the lush tropical forest of Seeonee amidst splendid Indian royal forts, temples, waterfalls, the Waigunga river and many other picturesque locales. Throughout the series, other characters from Kipling’s jungle stories add drama, comedy and action to top quality animation and storytelling.

As seen on: ZDF/KiKA, CBBC, Disney, NHK, Rai, TVE, NPO, NRK, VRT, SVT, YLE et al.
Produced by: DQ Entertainment International
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/thejunglebook

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, ru

The Jungle Book Safari

Mix *Jungle Book* animation with real-life footage of animals and you’ve got a format that ideally blends entertainment and information for children aged 6 to 10. In each episode, animated Mowgli and his *Jungle Book* friends discuss one of their favourite topics: animals! They serve as the show’s anchors and provide the wrap-around elements for the documentary footage of the animals featured in short, non-fiction parts.

Produced by: DQ Entertainment International and M. Screen GmbH
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/thejunglebook

Rating hit
Docutainment 26 x 12’
6 – 10

Rusty Knight

Ex-cash register Knight Rusty thinks he’s the bravest, coolest knight in all of Scrapland. But he’s really a show-off with a big mouth. The cocky knight rushes headlong into every adventure, only to instantly regret his decision. Although he always needs the help of his sweetheart Damsel Bo and the castle’s cheeky dragon Cole to get himself out of trouble, everyone loves him.

As seen on: ZDF/KiKA, Netflix, Discovery Kids, CzechTV, SVT, TF1, TV2, VRT, YLE et al.
Produced by: Caligari Film- und Fernsehproduktions GmbH
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/knightrusty

Available language versions:
de, en, cs, hu
WELCOME TO THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

SCREAM STREET

78 x 11’

26 BRAND NEW EPISODES

DISCOVER A PLACE THAT’S FRIGHT UP YOUR STREET!
Scream Street

**Animation**

**78 x 11’**  
**L & M**  
**Multiple language versions available**

*Scream Street* is back: bigger, better, funnier and scarier than ever before.

The new season of the gross-out, laugh-out-loud animation show sees teenage werewolf Luke and his friends, Cleo the mummy, and Resus the vampire, face all kinds of gruesome new monsters: the likes of ‘Vostradamus’ the ghostly fortune-teller, ‘Lorelei’ the siren singer as well as ‘The Destroyer of Worlds.’

It also sees the arrival of secretive new neighbour ‘Dr F,’ an evil scientist with a manic laugh, together with her new creation ‘Six,’ a teenage Frankenstein’s monster.

This scary comic delight is sure to have everyone screaming with laughter and delight.

**As seen on:** CBBC, HBO, YLE, TVE, Ars, MBC, RTP, TLUM, Discovery (LatAm), NRK et al.

**Available:** A Christmas special 1 x 22’ is also available

**Produced by:** Coolabi Productions, Factory, Nau Productions

**Web:** [www.zdf-enterprises.de/screamstreet](http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/screamstreet)

**Available language versions:**
de, en, it, ru, es, es-LatAm, pl, cs, hu, pt

The Adventures of the Young Marco Polo

**Animation**

**26 x 25’**  
**L & M**  
**Rating hit**

In a time when the Earth was believed to be flat and after a long journey eastwards, young Marco Polo is finally reunited with his father at the court of Kublai Khan. However, just as they are planning their return home, Marco discovers something that changes all his travel plans: his friend Shi La is not an orphan! Her mother, a famous Chinese singer, is still alive. Knowing how it feels to miss a parent, Marco wants to help Shi La find her long-lost mother, and even Luigi overcomes his travel-weariness to help his friend.

Together the three of them set out on a journey to exciting new places and fascinating cultures that will soon become another great adventure. They meet the brave soldier girl Mulan, help build the Angkor Wat temple, and participate in an elephant party in the middle of the jungle. On the Indian Ocean, they get immersed in a swarm of butterflies and, in Egypt, they encounter hidden tombs and mummies.

**As seen on:** MDR, KiKA, Amazon, RTHK, VME, TVP, KAZTV et al.

**Produced by:** MotionWorks GmbH

**Web:** [www.zdf-enterprises.de/marcopolo](http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/marcopolo)

**Available language versions:**
de, en, ar
### Lexi & Lottie — Trusty Twin Detectives

**Animation** 26 x 24’  6 – 10

L & M  Multiple language versions available

Being identical twin sisters is an asset for 12-year-old detectives Lexi and Lottie, especially when it comes to solving crimes in their home town of Appleton and its Animal Park. As everyone knows, two heads are better than one! Add a little twin telepathy to the mix, a pet mouse with a nose for clues, and their smart comic journalist friend Fred, and you have a dynamic crime-solving combination that leaves local criminals scratching their heads. How can these kids outsmart them?

Lexi, Lottie, Fred and Mozart the mouse leave no stone unturned when it comes to solving crimes ... such as missing persons, animal theft, art fraud, diamond heists, animal poaching, sabotage and much, much more.

*As seen on:* ITI, Kids TV, MTVA, Noga, SVT, Teletoon, VMMA, YLE, ATDM, VTM kids, TVP, BeIN, RTVS, RTP et al.

*Produced by:* SLR Productions, Telegael, Ten, SRTL

*Web:* www.zdf-enterprises.de/lexi&lottie

**Available language versions:** de, en, ru, pl

### Wendy

**Animation** 26 x 26’  6 – 10

Multiple language versions available

15-year-old Wendy lives at the riding school and stud farm owned and operated by her dad. Life around the stables is full of gossip, drama, rivalries and friendships that, like many dreams, can be shattered by important riding competitions. Besides horses, Wendy and her friends explore teen issues with a light touch and a comic flair.

*As seen on:* ZDF/KiKA, YLE, AMC, MBC, Amazon, Guli, BeIN, VTM kids et al.

*Produced by:* WAPL, Red Kite Animation

*Web:* www.zdf-enterprises.de/wendy

**Available language versions:** de, en, fr, cs, ru

### Four and a Half Friends

**Animation** 26 x 26’  6 – 10

L & M  Multiple language versions available

Charly and his friends love solving mysteries while facing the challenges of growing up. This unlikely group of junior detectives — and their dog — will stop at nothing to find and solve cases they uncover in and around their home town. They don’t have superpowers, but these normal, unexceptional kids and their dog achieve amazing things when they get together.

*As seen on:* Amazon, ZDF/KiKA, Discovery, AMC, VRT, SVT, YLE, MBC, Teletoon+ et al.

*Produced by:* Edebé Audio Visual and B-Water Animation Studios

*Web:* www.zdf-enterprises.de/fourandahalffriends

**Available language versions:** de, en, cs, pl, ru, ar
**The Skinner Boys — Guardians of the Lost Secrets**

It’s Skinner time!

World explorer Augustus Skinner has died and his four teenage grandkids have inherited the big, old Skinner Mansion and its contents. But Grandpa Skinner also left them a big surprise: the Skinners are now Guardians of the Lost Secrets, a collection of artifacts across the world that possess freaky powers, and crazy creatures that nobody ever believed really existed. In the wrong hands, the fabled Stone Maker could turn a whole army to stone or bring a stone army back to life! This is the flipped-out, fun and freakish world of the Skinner family.

*As seen on:* Amazon, NRK, SIC, SRTL, TVE, Okko et al.  
*Produced by:* SLR Productions, Telegael, Nine, SRTL  
*Web:* www.zdf-enterprises.de/skinnerboys  
*Award:* Pixie Awards 2015

**Available language versions:**  
d, en, ru, es

---

**Sherlock Yack — Zoo Detective**

Investigate with Sherlock Yack and you too can unmask the culprit! Meet Sherlock Yack: the world’s first and only Zoo Detective. Sherlock Yack is the zoo’s manager as well as its detective. He’s very proud of maintaining order and peace in the place. With the help of his clever assistant Hermione, Sherlock solves crimes and mysteries behind the scenes at the local zoo!

*As seen on:* Netflix, AMC, TVE, ZDF/KIKA, MTVA, Minika, SVT, Canal+, YLE et al.  
*Produced by:* MondoTV France and Fantasia Animation  
*Web:* www.zdf-enterprises.de/sherlockyack

**Available language versions:**  
d, en, fr, swe, es, pl, pt-BR, ru

---

**Kick it! Great Football Heroes**

In a mixture of live action and comic, the childhood stories of famous football players like Manuel Neuer, Pélé and Lionel Messi are retold to show young viewers that it’s wise to hold on to your dreams. The intent of the programme is to point out to children that even famous football players started off small.

*As seen on:* MDR/KiKA, Amazon, NOGA et al.  
*Produced by:* MotionWorks GmbH

**Available language versions:**  
d, en
HEIRS OF THE NIGHT

26 x 26’

An Epic Vampire Saga

AS SEEN ON:
ARD, Kika, CBBC, NPO, Disney, NRK, Family Channel, HOT, RTP et al.
**Pan Tau**

**Live Action**

14 x 25’

10+ / Family

*Pan Tau* – A fantastical series for the entire family.

Elegant, silent and yet full of fantastic surprises – whenever a kid at Westpark School needs help, Pan Tau steps in and the adventure begins. The youngsters’ problems are wide-ranging: A classmate snatches the role in the musical from you? Nasty bullies try to ruin your father’s reputation? No matter what the problem is, Pan Tau is there to help – with a smile and his incredible magic, which will make you both wonder and laugh. He can make bathtubs fly or beam you into your favourite novel and truly is the invisible friend that everyone wants.

However, the real heroes of the series are the girls and boys who are helped by the lovable magician. Thanks to him, they discover their own superpowers: by developing courage, self-confidence and building friendships, they master every challenge in the end and grow beyond themselves.

*Produced by:* Caligari Film, Traffix Entertainment, Caligari Entertainment, Caligari International

*Available language versions:* de, en

---

**Heirs of the Night**

**Live Action**

26 x 26’

10+ / Family

*Heirs of the Night* – In 1898, a prophecy warns the elders of the five remaining vampire clans in Europe that they need to unite their powers or else they will become extinct.

However, joining forces is easier said than done, as for the last decades the clans have been fighting each other in the clan wars. So now the Elders will have to set aside their hostile feelings and send their young Heirs to vampire school together, which is set up on the ancient sailing ship “The Elisabetha.”

The Heirs will have to team up and learn each other’s powers to become stronger than ever. They will have to trust each other and work together as they fight against Dracula, who has awoken after a long sleep and is out to destroy them. The Heirs face challenges they have never seen before as it is up to them to save the world from eternal darkness.

*As seen on:* ARD, KiKA, CBBC, NPO, Disney, NRK, Family Channel, HDT, RTP et al.

*Produced by:* Lemming Film, Hamster Film, Maze Film, Maipo Film and ZDF Enterprises

*Available language versions:* de, en, nl, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt-BR, ru
The Worst Witch

By accident, Kyra — our teenage heroine — discovers that there is a secret world of magic all around her and comes into possession of powerful Orb Magic herself. She is invited into Professor Maxwell’s School of Magic and henceforth has to lead a double life as she needs to keep her magic and her new elf and fairy friends secret from her purely ‘human’ family and friends. While she learns how to use her newfound magic, she and her magical friends also need to keep the world safe from magical outbreak and evil forces in said world.

In our brand new season 2, while Kyra and Darra embark on a quest to find the legendary lost Temple of the Purple Lotus, Kyra’s Orb Magic suddenly awakens an ancient artefact which threatens the existence of elves, fairies and the magical world...

As seen on: Nickelodeon, ZDF/KiKA, Netflix, RTBF, NetworkTen, HBO, SKY UK, Amazon et al.
Produced by: Jonathan M. Shiff Productions
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/thebureauofmagicalthings

Award:
• Kidscreen Award 2019 — Best New Series

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, it, swe, es, es-LatAm, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, ru, da, no, ar

The Bureau of Magical Things

By accident, Kyra — our teenage heroine — discovers that there is a secret world of magic all around her and comes into possession of powerful Orb Magic herself. She is invited into Professor Maxwell’s School of Magic and henceforth has to lead a double life as she needs to keep her magic and her new elf and fairy friends secret from her purely ‘human’ family and friends. While she learns how to use her newfound magic, she and her magical friends also need to keep the world safe from magical outbreak and evil forces in said world.

In our brand new season 2, while Kyra and Darra embark on a quest to find the legendary lost Temple of the Purple Lotus, Kyra’s Orb Magic suddenly awakens an ancient artefact which threatens the existence of elves, fairies and the magical world...

As seen on: Nickelodeon, ZDF/KiKA, Netflix, RTBF, NetworkTen, HBO, SKY UK, Amazon et al.
Produced by: Jonathan M. Shiff Productions
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/thebureauofmagicalthings

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, it, swe, es, es-LatAm, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, ru, da, no, ar

The Worst Witch

The Worst Witch follows the exciting adventures of one of the most iconic and best-loved characters in children’s literature, Mildred Hubble.

It’s a fantastic and ambitious reimagining of Jill Murphy’s much loved books. Mildred Hubble is a student at Cackle’s Academy for Witches, and is living every child’s dream — she’s learning how to do real magic! Every day, she gets to fly on a broomstick, mix potions and cast spells. But Mildred’s place in this world is always in jeopardy — not only is she the worst witch in school, she’s constantly doing battle with formidable Miss Hardbroom, snooty Ethel Hallow, and Miss Cackle’s evil twin sister Agatha.

Magical mayhem meets the everyday world of school life in a show that will resonate with every child who’s ever dreamed of being able to change the world by magic — and everyone who’s ever worried about not being good enough. The Worst Witch is a spell-binding combination of fun, jeopardy, comedy and drama.

As seen on: CBB, ZDF/KiKA, Netflix, Discovery, Gulli, CzechTV, NHK, MTVA, HRT et al.
Produced by: CBBC, ZDF, ZDF Enterprises, Netflix

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nb, ko, ar, pl, ja, tr, da, nl, ru, zh

The Bureau of Magical Things

By accident, Kyra — our teenage heroine — discovers that there is a secret world of magic all around her and comes into possession of powerful Orb Magic herself. She is invited into Professor Maxwell’s School of Magic and henceforth has to lead a double life as she needs to keep her magic and her new elf and fairy friends secret from her purely ‘human’ family and friends. While she learns how to use her newfound magic, she and her magical friends also need to keep the world safe from magical outbreak and evil forces in said world.

In our brand new season 2, while Kyra and Darra embark on a quest to find the legendary lost Temple of the Purple Lotus, Kyra’s Orb Magic suddenly awakens an ancient artefact which threatens the existence of elves, fairies and the magical world...

As seen on: Nickelodeon, ZDF/KiKA, Netflix, RTBF, NetworkTen, HBO, SKY UK, Amazon et al.
Produced by: Jonathan M. Shiff Productions
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/thebureauofmagicalthings

Award:
• Kidscreen Award 2019 — Best New Series

Available language versions:
de, en, fr, it, swe, es, es-LatAm, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, ru, da, no, ar
THE BUREAU OF MAGICAL THINGS

40 x 22'

READY TO AIR IN 18 LANGUAGES!
Find me in Paris

Find me in Paris is a fun fish out of water story about Lena Grisky, a Russian Princess and student at the Paris Opera Ballet School who accidentally time travels to present day. There she must quickly adapt to modern advances like technology, teen slang, and fashionable clothes – things current teens take for granted – if she hopes to keep her secret and hide from the dangerous Time Collectors.

In season two, Lena faces her destiny, she tries to pin down where she really belongs: in 1905 or 2018? With Henri or Max? Becoming an étoile one day or choosing a hip-hop career? Her friends face difficult choices as well.

In season three, Lena completes her final year at the Paris Opera Ballet School, competes against the ballet world’s elite to nail a spot in the Company while learning about her true identity as a Time Travel Heir.

As seen on: Disney, Hulu, ZDF/KiKA, Rai, NPO, VRT, YLE, HBO, Nickelodeon, NRK, SVT, MTVA, RTL, LRT, TVP et al.
Produced by: Cottonwood Media
Available language versions: de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, tr, ru, ar, ko

Dance Academy

If you thought a dance school was all about pink tutus, you’re dead wrong...! Dance Academy is an exhilarating drama series and a global phenomenon, currently screening in over 160 countries.

Over the years, Tara and her friends face the universal challenges of being a teenager and we watch them battle through the minefield of elite dance training. Relationships grow and change as they live side by side in the boarding house. They each take a different path, but they start to find out who they are and they all dare to chase their dreams.

Dance Academy – The Comeback, the feature film, follows on from the series.

As seen on: ZDF/KiKA, ABC, Amazon, AMC, Disney, DRTV, Hulu, MTVA, Netflix, NPO, NRK, RT, RTBF, SVT, Turner, YL, TFO et al.
Produced by: Werner Film Productions
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/danceacademy

Awards:
• AWGIE Award
• New York Festivals International TV & Film Award

Available language versions: de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, tr, ru, ar, ko
READY TO AIR IN MULTIPLE LANGUAGES!
Selection 2021/2022

ZDF enterprises

zdf_junior
BEST OF LIVE ACTION

HOODIE

52 x 11
Hoodie

Hoodie is a superhero story centered around a perfectly normal boy with an exceptional talent for parkour and a heart for justice. For two years now, Pieter has been trained in secret by Soufian – the best parkour athlete in Brussels. In secret, as his mother would never approve of it. One evening, on his way back from training, he witnesses a theft and decides to use his skills to bring down the bad guy – and right there and then, the legend of “Hoodie” – fighter of crime – is created.

When three neighbourhood kids, Flo, Basim and Kenza, discover Pieter’s talent and motivation, they become an unexpected superhero crew – connected by one goal: to free their neighbourhood from injustice.

The success story will continue with season 2, which will be available soon.

Produced by: VRT/Ketnet & Hotel Hungaria

Available language versions: de, fr, nl

#LikeMe

#LikeMe is a musical series that shows tweens and early teens the lives of other kids their age in a unique and contemporary way. Mix witty dialogue, strong characters, familiar situations, the presentation of problems that kids nowadays have to deal with and great music ... and you get a wonderfully entertaining series that makes you laugh, cringe, smile, cry and sing along to the catchy tunes all at the same time.

In the new second season, Caro’s life is turned upside down when a letter — apparently from her mother — arrives. Caro goes back to the city and moves in with Grandma Tintin. The new school year comes with new faces: Rebellious Scott, and self-confidant power girl Maria. Caro clashes with Vince. And why can’t she stop thinking about Scott? What’s the deal with Yemi and Kyona? Camille learned from her mistakes and wants to fix everything. One thing is certain: a quest for what’s really important in life lies in store for Caro and her friends. And their guide on this quest is ... their friendship and the letters from Kristel.

Produced by: VRT/Ketnet & FABRIC MAGIC

Available language versions: de, en, fr, nl
Selection 2021 / 2022

**Live Action**

**BUCK**

- **Live Action**
  - 32 x 15'
  - 10 +

**Rating hit**

For the insecure and nondescript Elias, teenage life is a minefield. He takes his mind off it by playing his favourite video game, in which digital hero Commander Buck always saves the day. When Elias plays, he forgets all about his two irritating older sisters, his busy single mom, the bully in his new school, the world...

Elias’s room is his refuge, a place where nobody bothers him. Until one day... Commander Buck himself is standing next to Elias’s bed. And from then on, everything changes!

In this coming-of-age story, we follow Elias’s transformation into a confident adolescent, who dares to be who he wants to be: someone who stands up to the school bully, someone who doesn’t just let people push in front of him in the checkout queue, someone who isn’t too timid to reveal his feelings to the girl of his dreams...

This process is naturally one of trial and error. Sometimes painful, sometimes funny, but always real.

**Produced by:** VRT/Ketnet & Zodiak Belgium

---

**Live Action**

**Sam Fox: Extreme Adventures**

- **Live Action**
  - 26 x 26'
  - 10 +

**L & M**

Multiple language versions available

*Sam Fox: Extreme Adventures* is an action-packed adventure series about teenage ‘danger magnet’ Sam Fox as he braves the wilds from the open ocean to the deepest jungle, coming face to face with killer sharks, man-eating leopards, raging tornadoes, erupting volcanoes, deadly scorpions, giant anacondas and much, much more.

Based on the best-selling adventure books by Australian author Justin D’Ath, this is a series with comedy and heart-stopping thrills at every turn. *Sam Fox: Extreme Adventures* is not the usual teen series. This is a show about adventure, friendship, family and fun and being a teenage boy with the world at his fingertips. From school to home to just hanging out with his mates, Sam deals with life’s unexpected moments with the same unique attitude that gets him through his extreme situations. Packed with comedy, action and adventure, *Sam Fox: Extreme Adventures* is the story of an ordinary teen boy on one extreme adventure after another.

**As seen on:** Amazon, AMC, Canal+, FranceTV, JCTV, Netflix, NPO, Pop, RTBF, SIC, VRT

**Produced by:** SLR Productions

**Web:** www.zdf-enterprises.de/samfox

**Available language versions:**
- de, en, fr
Mako Mermaids

The success story about the magical mermaid island continues!

Mako is a magical island that a pod of mermaids calls home. Their peaceful lives are turned upside-down when a merman develops a connection with the island that poses a threat to their existence. As the mermaids struggle to take back his powers, they discover that his connection to Mako isn’t quite an accident.

The mystery of Mako deepens when Zac discovers the ruins of an ancient Merman Temple. The ruins become visible to everyone during the full moon. Zac must learn to control the mysterious force that draws him to the chamber, while the mermaids must work with Zac to unlock its secrets — before they fall into the wrong hands. New mermaids and mermen are met along the way, and some are even created.

As seen on: DHX, Discovery Kids, FranceTV, Gulli, HBO, Netflix, Rai, RTP, Universal Kids, VRAK TV, YLE, ZDF/KiKA et al.
Produced by: Jonathan M. Shiff Productions
Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/makomermaids

Available language versions: de, en, fr, it, pt, ru, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, tk, da, ar, zh, ko

H2O — Just Add Water

Until H2O — Just Add Water; mermaids belonged to the realm of fantasy and fairy tale. But ever since three Australian girls found out that they were genuine mermaids, the teen world has never been the same again! Sold in over 160 territories worldwide, the award-winning series has found millions of devoted fans and stands out with its spectacular underwater photography.

Emma, Cleo and Rikki are growing up on Australia’s sunny Gold Coast. One day, while on mysterious Mako Island, they end up trapped in a cavern concealing a pool of water. As they enter it, the light from the full moon creates a mysterious glow in the water. At home, the girls notice that if water touches them, they only have seconds to dry off before long, elegant tails appear. They’ve become mermaids! What’s more: they also have magical powers!

While the girls enter a wonderful underwater world, their powers prove to be both a boon and a bane to them in their everyday lives.

Produced by: Jonathan M. Shiff Productions

Available language versions: de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, tr, ru, ar
## Wolfblood

**Live Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language versions available:</th>
<th>de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, tr, ru, ar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Part-human, part-wolf, with extraordinary speed and senses, wolfbloods have always lived among us, able to transform at will past a certain age. Keeping their existence secret from humans is the most important thing in a wolfblood’s life. But secrets are very hard to keep in today’s world and friendships are tested to the breaking point as a group of teenage wolfbloods negotiate the battle between their wolf and human sides, trusting in their instincts and senses to help them make the right choices and keep their secret safe. But gaining and protecting a few trusted human friends is one thing, having the outside world close in on the truth quite another. Can they trust in humanity? Can they trust each other? And will humans trust them?

**Wolfblood Uncovered** (10 x 12’) – the accompanying CBBC commissioned wildlife series on wolves and the myths surrounding them is also available.

**As seen on:** CBBC, ZDF/KiKA, Rai, ABC, Amazon, Disney, DR, Hulu, Netflix, NRK, RTBF, SVT, TP, Turner, YLE et al.

**Produced by:** BBC, CBBC and ZDF

**Web:** [www.zdf-enterprises.de/wolfblood](http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/wolfblood)

## Alien Surfgirls / Lightning Point

**Live Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language versions available:</th>
<th>de, en, fr, it, es, pt, hu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

When a spaceship carrying surf-crazy teen aliens Zoey and Kiki lands on Earth, the quiet Australian town of Lightning Point becomes the scene of an intergalactic teen drama, with adventure, romance — and surfing!

**As seen on:** ZDF/KiKA, Rai, FranceTV, Canal+, Turner, Disney, Netflix, YLE, TVE, CzechTV, RTL et al.

**Produced by:** Jonathan M. Shiff Productions

**Web:** [www.zdf-enterprises.de/lightningpoint](http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/lightningpoint)

## The Elephant Princess

**Live Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language versions available:</th>
<th>de, en, fr, it, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, tr, ru, ar, ko</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The Elephant Princess is a live-action series starring Hollywood Star Liam Hemsworth in one of his first roles ever! It is the story of Alex, a normal girl who wants her band to make it big. But one day, an exotic young man with an elephant arrives and tells her she’s really a Princess of a mystical kingdom. With this inheritance come magical powers — and a huge challenge.

**As seen on:** ZDF/KiKA, Rai, NPO, France TV, VRT, RTBF, YLE, SVT, NRK, Netflix et al.

**Produced by:** Jonathan M. Shiff Productions

**Web:** [www.zdf-enterprises.de/elephantprincess](http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/elephantprincess)

## The Elephant Princess

**Live Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language versions available:</th>
<th>de, en, fr, it, es, es-LatAm, pt, pt-BR, nl, cs, hu, pl, tr, ru, ar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**As seen on:** ZDF/KiKA, Rai, ABC, Amazon, Disney, DR, Hulu, Netflix, NRK, RTBF, SVT, TP, Turner, YLE et al.

**Produced by:** BBC, CBBC and ZDF

**Web:** [www.zdf-enterprises.de/wolfblood](http://www.zdf-enterprises.de/wolfblood)
The Athena follows the journey of Nyela Malik, a young model whose career implodes when she dares to complain about a famous designer treating her like an object.

Nyela decides she wants to design her own clothes rather than wear other people’s clothes and wins a place at “The Athena,” London’s most prestigious art school. It’s a fresh new start — but it’s also the start of fresh new challenges for Nyela. “The Athena” is full of super-creative, super-ambitious students — photographers, costume designers, graphic artists, fashion designers, jewellery-makers — all intent on pursuing their dreams at any cost. As Nyela navigates this exhilarating but scary new world, she’s also being pulled back into her old life, thanks to her two model friends Miju and Lexy.

As seen on: ZDF/KiKA, Sky UK, Rai, Amazon, YLE, RTL, VRT, Canal+, RTBF, RTP, SABC, Globosat, HOT et al.

Produced by: Depesche Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG, Bryncoed Productions Ltd.

Web: www.zdf-enterprises.de/thereathena

Available language versions:
en, de, it, fr, es-LatAm, pt-BR
14 x 25'